Most eye-tracking experiments are limited to single subjects because gaze points are difficult to track when multiple users are involved and environmental factors might cause interference. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes a method for gaze tracking that can be applied for multiple users simultaneously. Four models, including FASEM, FAEM and FAFRCM in the signal-user environment, as well as FAEM and FAMAM in the multiple-user environment, are proposed, and we collected raw data of gazing behaviors to train the models. Through a modified VGG19 architecture and adjusting the Number of Convolutional Layers (NoCL), we obtained and compared the accuracy of various models to determine the most suitable architecture. Since data for multiple-users is not easy to obtain, in this paper, we trained the model first with single users, then extended it to multiple users with transfer learning. Finally, we propose an adaptive method to integrate the benefits of FAEM and FAMAM.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the availability and diversity of information across various types of media has flourished. Interest is running high in such professions as advertising and marketing for how best to use this abundance of information, including how to reliably measure the effectiveness of advertising messages, such as the text and images on electronic billboards. In the past, efforts to directly gauge the effectiveness of billboard advertising usually involved studying viewers as they looked at the billboards. This could entail pointing cameras at the viewers and analyzing the images with some type of facialdetection software or counting the number of people viewing the billboard to analyze the effectiveness of advertising. But this broad-brush approach cannot provide detailed data on which parts of the text, images or design elements of the billboard or other advertising users are actually focusing on. This is where the technique concerned with eye-tracking, or gaze-tracking comes in. Researchers and companies use eye tracking to explore the audience's attention [1] . But most research is focused on single-user condition, and the calibration is required usually. The purpose of this study is The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Imran Ahmed .
to expand the scope, to an open space such as MRT station and meeting room, as well as the calibration is not necessary. It also reduces the burden on the user through use of a simple eye-tracking device and performs the analysis of the user's behavior of gazing. This paper proposes a gaze-tracking system that is free of calibration and can apply to a multiple-users environment (open space). A PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) camera was used to capture the images, and Kinect-based measurement was used to obtain the depth (the distance from camera to the human). When users were viewing on the screen, each user's facial and eye images are sequentially acquired to estimate the audience's gaze points.
In this paper, four models including applied to signal-user and multiple-users environments are proposed and collected raw data of gazing behaviors to training the models. Since data for multiple-users is not easy to obtain, in this paper, the model is trained with single user firstly and then extended to multiple users with transfer learning. In a multiple-users environment, based on a clustering, similar features of users could be classified in the same cluster. And the above conditions are trained according to each cluster through deep learning to construct a model for multiple users. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. It will discuss references related to this study in Section II and will elaborate on the details of the proposed methods in Section III. In Section IV, it will present the results of different proposed models. In Section V, we will draw conclusions and discuss future prospects.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Vision is perhaps the most important sense for humans, with about 80% of the information received from external environment coming through eyes [2] . Alfred first documented the path of movement of the eyes in 1967, a method that can be used for eye tracking [3] . In recent years, there have been a lot of applications for eye tracking in medical imaging [4] , educational research [5] , [6] , advertisement analysis [7] , etc. With advances in information technology, appearancebased eye-tracking methods have been introduced [8] . Sheela and Vijaya [9] , included one or more methods based on run-length coding (RLC) to improve an eye-tracking system. The accuracy of this system is as high as 95%. Lu et al. [10] presented an eye gaze-tracking method involving head movements based on a local-pattern model (LPM) and support vector regression (SVR). Experiments showed that this proposed approach resulted in better accuracy in estimating the gaze direction than the state-of-the-art pupil center corneal reflection (PCCR) method. Kao et al. [11] also proposed a novel method, using a low complexity gazepoint estimation algorithm in unaware gaze-tracker subjects, which is suitable in normal environments. And eye-tracking systems using the appearance-based method have advantages over head-mounted or infrared-based eye tracking devices, such as lower costs. This method also has fewer physical or psychological effects on the user.
Other research used Kinect to obtain the position and orientation of the user's head and used a PTZ camera to capture the facial image and proposed a mapping method to chart the angle of head to the angle of eye gaze [12] , [13] . In other words, it uses the angle of the user's head to derive the angle of the eye gaze. This approach improves head-mounted devices, eye-tracking data correction and light source problems in the environment. The studies mentioned above primarily improve the position at which users' gaze data at different head positions and directions can be estimated.
Deep learning has been widely used for computer vision [14] , and it has been used to recognize license plates with a 99% accuracy rate [15] , which proves that computer vision can effectively replace human vision. At present, some scholars use neural networks as the core for classification to estimate visual placement. Meng and Zhao [16] proposed using the camera on a mobile phone as an imaging device. With this, Meng, analyzed eye movement by considering clues of relative displacement of the center of the pupil and opening and closing the eye, in addition to the cornea and pupil of the user's eye and the upper and lower eyelid positions. Therefore, the paper proposed that points-CNN obtained eye characteristics and used the behavior-CNN structure as recognition of visual behavior of the user. Krafka et al. [17] used CNN to train eye images to identify the gaze position on the mobile phone, collecting a total of 1,450 data sets with nearly 2.5 million pieces of data and using it as an ''iTracker'' training dataset. The iTracker used CNN as a core to collect a large amount of data to make the system more efficient. The structure of the data was divided into multiple images (right eye, left eye, whole face and facial position) and these images were fused after training to determine the gaze position on the mobile phone, with an accuracy of 1.5 cm. It was quite a good result and can be used as a reference for this study. However, Krafka's application range was the distance from the user to the mobile phone. The distance between the lens of the mobile phone camera and the user's eyes is relatively short. The experimental environment for our study is several times longer than the distance used in Krafka's study.
The main goal of the above literature is to improve the accuracy for estimating gaze points. Hoppe and Bulling [18] used an end-to-end CNN architecture to analyze the continuous sequence of vision points and estimated the probability of three gaze behaviors occurring: saccades, fixations and smooth pursuit. Saccades are rapid eye movements from one fixation point to the next. When a gazed is locked on an object, it is called a fixation. A smooth pursuit is an eye movement that tracks a moving object. The process uses Fourier transform to convert the sequence of time domain into frequency domain, with a classification accuracy of 71%.
According to the above paper, an eye image is used as a training sample for deep learning, which can effectively estimate the gaze points. In order to improve accuracy, this study also adopted the appearance-based method of capturing the eye image. Since the eye image contains important information for viewing the target, in order to improve the accuracy of machine learning training to obtain a clean image is a basic requirement. Therefore, this study explores commonly used face-positioning methods including OpenCV [19] and Dlib [20] . The OpenCV uses Haar feature-based cascade classifiers to capture facial images which is an effective method proposed by Viola and Jones [21] . Another one, the facial-position calibration algorithm provided by the Dlib library calibrates the face in 68 positions and then captures the facial image. Through the same facial image database for identification, it has been found that Dlib is 6.66% (84.37%, 91.03%) higher accurate than OpenCV. Therefore, Dlib is used as the facial image acquisition method.
About eye image capture technology, the effectiveness of the three methods to calibrate the left and right eyes are explored, including the haarcascade_eye.xml provided by OpenCV 2.4.11, the eye image optimization method of OpenCV and the eye positioning algorithm provided by the Dlib library. The eye image obtain by haarcascade_eye.xml of OpenCV 2.4.11 is called original eye image. The eye image optimization method first filters the original eye image with an image having a width of less than 50 pixels and a height of less than 30 pixels as shown in Figure 1 . After the above conditions are met, in order to remove noise such as hair and eyebrows, the area of 15 pixels above the image is not considered as detecting the pixel intensity. As shown in Figure 2 , first, the eye image is converted into a grayscale image, then the maximum of the horizontal and vertical pixel intensity is calculated, and the maximum value is regarded as the center point. A pure eye image is selected after extending 15 pixels to the left and right of the horizontal center point and 25 pixels up and down the vertical center point.
In addition, the method of Dlib is used to mark 68 position points as the facial features of the subjects' face, which indicates that the left eye image position point number is 36 to 41, and the right eye image indicates the position point number is 42 to 47, and that can obtain an eye image according to the above position points.
According to Table 1 , it shows that the eye image optimization method is cleaner than the original eye image. It extends 25 pixels up and down through the vertical center, which can effectively remove hair, eyebrows and large area of skin, however, the eye image still contains a small part of the skin. The Dlib method is more cleanly compared to the eye image optimization method due to obtained eye image by locating the surrounding boundary of the eye. Based on the above results, this study uses the algorithm provided by Dlib as the method to obtain facial image and eye images in this study. The summarized table of comparisons 2 method with pros and cons as Table 2 . 
III. PROPOSED METHOD
This section will provide a detailed description of the system architecture of proposed study method, in addition to gaze estimation, PTZ tracking procedures, image capture procedures, and area-of-interest assessment models. The system obtains the head image through the Kinect and PTZ cameras, applies Dlib to obtain facial and eye images, and uses brightness of data augmentation method to expand the training dataset. The convolutional neural network (CNN) to train and infer the gaze. There are three main functions for the proposed method, including constructing training dataset and training model, and inferring the gaze, as shown in Figure 3 . The Focus of Area Model (FAM) and determined that the area-of-interest mainly consists of raw data pre-processing, offline training and online prediction, as shown in Figure 4 .
A. THE METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING TRAINING DATASET
Since data for multiple users is not easy to obtain. In this paper, we trained the model with single users first and then extended it to multiple users with transfer learning. Figure 5 shows the training and testing data-derived schematic diagram for a signal person, where the Tobii eye tracker was used to assist in observing which area the gaze falls on for data collection. When people are looking at pictures or videos, it is usually the object that is of interest, not a given point. Therefore, we introduced the area of interest (AoI) as a label instead of a point. In this study, we segmented the screen into nine area-of-interest blocks. In order to construct the dataset to train the model, we randomly selected an area in the form of video played back for three seconds, as shown in Figure 6 . And for avoiding having the viewer's visual trajectory falling into the blurred range in adjacent blocks, we regarded one second before and three seconds after the viewer's recorded visual trajectory as a blurred region, and we subtracted this region from the region of interest to capture the image range of the subject.
For establishing a relationship between an area-of-interest and an interested object, according to our previous work [28] , the ratio of each area-of-interest is the probability of the interested object, as shown in Figure 7 . Thus, to calculate the amount of probability (P object ) can get the amount of attention to the interested object.
After collecting and training the model in a single-user environment, the data collection of the multiple-users environment is followed and the model is retrained (i.e. transfer learning). There are special phenomena when multiple users view the same target in different positions, and they will present different eye image patterns. In contrast, viewing in the adjacent area is not much different patterns. If to use such type data for labeling and input as training, it will cause the model to be unable to select the appropriate features. Therefore, it will result in lower accuracy without proper differentiation. In this paper, we proposed an integrated clustering to training method which can reduce the complexity of model as well as improve the accuracy. That is, grouping the positions of audience first and training them n groups.
For this paper, we used Kinect to detect the depth and calculate the distance between the person and the camera. The Kinect detection depth range is limited: the minimum distance that can be accurately detected is 0.8 m [22] . The horizontal viewing angle that Kinect can detect is 57 degrees, and related research [23] points out that the best distance for viewing is two to three times the diagonal distance of the screen. We used a 32-inch LCD TV to evaluate system performance, and the distance between the audience and the image-capturing device was between 0.8 and 2 m within a 57-degree angle, as shown in Figure 8 .
In order to establish a good data collection method, this paper first labels the locations of the viewing environment, which each location is called a reference point. In general, the average width of the human head is 20 cm and we used it as the sampling interval. That is the range is divided into horizontal rows every 20 cm. In order to calculate the number of reference points required for each horizontal row, the length of each row must be calculated first. According to Figure 8 (b), the angle of detection area is 57 degree, which is similar to an equilateral triangle, so the bevel length, D hypotenuse is also similar to the horizontal length. Therefore, we used D hypotenuse and ε NRP to calculate the number of reference points for each horizontal row (number of reference point, NRP), as in formula (1) . Since the spacing of D hypotenuse is equal to the spacing of each horizontal row, the total number of reference points (TNRP) was derived from the shortest horizontal row, such as in the formula (2) . According to that formula, a total of 56 reference points is required, as shown in Figure 9 (a).
In order to reduce the time it took to calculate the reference point features, this study first used the viewing angle as a clustering criterion. Referring to [24] , the degree density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (D-DBSCAN) is introduced as the location-clustering method. We set the radius of the neighborhood, ε DBSCAN to 4.5 degrees and the minimum number of points (MinPts) to three samples. The reference points could be successfully grouped and divided into three clusters and two noise groups where noise indicates that a reference point is not belonged to any cluster, as shown in Figure 9 (b). It can be observed from the results that two noise groups fall on the two sides of the environment, each with seven reference points. So we regarded them as a cluster, and the other three clusters corresponded to three parts in the middle. In total, five clusters would be formed, and each cluster would be marked with a letter, A, B, C, D, and E, from left to right.
We separately labeled the data collected for the reference points for each cluster during construction of the training dataset, and we used it to obtain an area-of-interest model. The cluster-based training and testing process is shown in Figure 10 . In the training phase, there are five models that can be trained through CNN and obtain five areaof-interest models, respectively, as shown in Figure 10 (a). In the testing phase, first, the testing dataset was clustered by D-DBSCAN as a viewing angle. After that, the area of interest of the audience could be estimated through a well-trained Area-of-Interest Estimating Model, as shown in Figure 10(b) .
B. DESCRIPTION OF MULTIPLE USERS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Based on previous described information, including figures 3 and 10, the proposed system architecture for multiple users is shown in Figure 11 . The functional blocks of training stages include ''Obtain Position of Audience,'' ''Estimate Head Position of Audience,'' ''Capture Audience's Image Procedure,'' ''Construct Dataset, Data Augmentation,'' ''CNN Model'' and ''Area-of-Interest Estimating Model.'' There are two scenarios for the testing/predicted real-time and dataset phase. For the real-time scenario, the method of obtaining data is the same as in the training phase. However, the testing/predicted data was not yet known for the cluster to which it belonged, so it could not be identified by the corresponding model. Therefore, the D-DBSCAN was applied to identify the cluster to which it belonged and corresponding to the Area-of-Interest Estimating Model.
C. MULTIPLE USERS IMAGE CAPTURE PROGRAM
Since each user was not exactly in the same position or displaying the same facial angle when viewing the picture, distance and facial angle were important factors influencing the estimation of gaze points. Therefore, this study used Kinect to obtain each depth value of audience, and all the joint coordinates of the audience are obtained through the joint-tracking program provided by the Kinect SDK. In order to identify the position of a head in the audience, such as at the one o'clock position as shown in Figure 12 , this study only took into account the head position of audience. The two positions of audience in Figure 12 are P 1 = (X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 ) and P 2 = (X 2 , Y 2 , Z 2 ) respectively. After assessing the head positions in the audience, the capture program is executed, as shown in Figure 13 . The head position and facial angle formed by Kinect are inputted into the PTZ device as the basis for controlling the PTZ camera, so that the PTZ sequentially obtained a high-resolution positive facial image of each audience member and then captured a clear-eye image.
In order to capture each image of audience, first, the jointtracking program obtained the number of audiences, and then the PTZ camera captured the frontal facial images of each audience in a clockwise direction. The capture frequency is set to one-second intervals, and then the PTZ camera rotated to the original spot after capturing the image, which enabled the camera to rotate to the position of next audience. Based on Figure 12 , first Kinect obtained the number of audiences and the coordinates of the heads of audience. The images of audience are captured in a clockwise direction. Therefore, PTZ first rotated to capture each image, and afterward the camera rotated to the original position. Then it turned to the next position of audience. However, in order to avoid the position change of the next head of audience, Kinect calculated the previous position and then performed the capture procedure.
In order to obtain high-resolution frontal facial images in this research, we set the width and height of the captured images to at least 500 pixels. Firstly, the depth value of audience is obtained through Kinect. The joint-tracking program captured the 3-D space coordinates X p , Y p , Z p of each head of audience by converting the known coordinates and distance into a PTZ horizontal-rotation angle, vertical-rotation angle and focal length via a trigonometric function, so that the PTZ could obtain a high-resolution image of the audience. To do this, first we calculated the horizontal PTZ rotation angle based on Figure 14(a) , by using the depth value Z p and head coordinates X p , Y p , Z p . And taking Kinect as the center point, we used the trigonometric function, sinθ which estimates the PTZ horizontal rotation angle θ H −PTZ , as shown in equation (3).
In order to capture a frontal image of the faces in the audience with a width and height of at least 500 pixels, a certain focal length for the PTZ camera at different positions was necessary. The distance ranged from Zoom PTZ equal to ×5 and ×10, is 80 cm to 110 cm and 190 cm to 210 cm, respectively. Therefore, based on Figure 14 (b), we can get the rotation angle through Kinect and the rotation angle of PTZ by equaling (4) and (5) .
To obtain the high-resolution image of audience requires the above-mentioned PTZ-lens rotation and focal-length scaling. Since the original image contained a complicated background, for improving the accuracy, the background must be removed, retained only the facial information. This study used Dlib as the capture method for frontal-facial images. Dlib was also used as the eye-image capture method after obtaining the frontal facial image.
D. FOCUS-AREA MODELS (FAM)
The evaluation environment for system performance in this study was Ubuntu 16.04 with a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti display card. In order to explore how the morphological network would be more suitable for gaze estimation, first we selected three neural networks that have performed well in recent years, GoogLeNet [25] , VGG19 [26] and ResNet50 [27] . We used these to evaluate and compare a single-user environment with a signal-eye image for training. The evaluating model is shown in Figure 15 image as a training sample to evaluate the above three models. The results are shown in Table 3 .
The results show that VGG19 is the most suitable for eye images and demonstrated that it is feasible to use deep learning to predict the area-of-interest of audience. Since the eye image is not very large (30 × 50 pixels), there are too many layers in other networks, so that the features cannot be accurately captured. The VGG19 architecture is designed for image recognition training as ImageNet database. For designing a deep learning network that is most suitable to predict gaze. According to the evaluation result, this study will modify the VGG19 architecture by adjusting the Number of Convolutional Layers (NoCL) to design a variety areaof-interest models and also compare the efficiency. Several training models are proposed for performance evaluation in this study including cases of a signal user and multiple users. The FASEM is design by changing the NoCL of VGG19 to explore the efficiency. Although the left eye and the right eye simultaneously view the same target, the position of the iris position is different because the left and right eye positions are different. Training the model with both eyes may take more features, so the accuracy can also be improved. Therefore, the left and right eyes will construct the same model separately, which can reduce the complexity. As shown in Figure 16 , the two models are used to estimate the respective proportions of the left and right gaze points in the nine regions of interest. And the total output ratio of each regions of interest of the left and right eyes, and the regions of interest with the highest proportion is the target that the audience pays attention to.
To use the concatenate technique of merge layers to combine two eye images with same size for use as input, as shown in Figure 17 . The size of the newly merged image will be twice as large as the original image, and the correlation between the left eye and the right eye can be preserved in this method. Then the training sample goes through different NoCL to obtain the most suitable FAEM, as shown in Figure 18 .
Another possible model, called FAFRCM, is to take the facial image as input, as shown in Figure 19 , capture the features when viewing a particular region, and trains to explore the possible viewing region by changing the NoCL. Also, this method can overcome the head swing problem.
Since the facial is also one of the useful features for estimating focused area, FAMAM designed by combining two eyes and facial images for applying in multiple-users viewing situations. That is, we propose a multimodal multi-stream deep learning framework to accomplish this objective. There are two situations where you need to merge two images two eye images and a face. In order to reduce the computational dimension, the merge layer in the FAMAM method will use the add technique instead of the concatenate, as shown in Figure 20 .
The size of the two images needs to be equal in the add technique, and each pixel of the two images is combined to generate a new image. The new image size would be unchanged. In the proposed FAMAM method, two eye images are merged into a signal stream and that will be merged with facial stream later. Besides, the two models for two streams are required to fully connect after merging. However, the VGG19 architecture included two fully connected layers. Two architectures are proposed to construct the fully connected layers and merge layer, including Method 1 and Method 2, which are merged in the last and second to last layers, respectively, as shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22 .
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This section will introduce the environment of the experiments and evaluate the effectiveness of the four models including FASEM, FAEM, FAFRCM and FAMAM. In addition, the technique of data augmentation is used to increase the amount of training data to make up for the over-fitting problem caused by insufficient data. And the effectiveness for the four models is evaluated through constructing 16 network architectures by changing NoCL. We changed the number of convolution layers, while the pooling layer changed according to the number of convolution layers. The rest remained the same as the original model architecture.
A total of 14,000 images were collected for each target block for training and testing in the single user environmental models, 70% of them are used for training and 30% are used for testing. Each image is augmented to 10 different brightness levels to increase the amount of training material. The most accurate of the three single user models will serve as the basis for transfer learning for model of multiple users. A total of 10 users' facial images for each reference point were collected when performing performance assessment of multipleusers environmental. Based on Figure 9 , in the cluster A and cluster E, each contained seven reference points, while the other three clusters, B, C and D, each contained 14 reference points. However, not all images collected can be used as training materials, some images cannot be successfully identified during the process of eye extraction. After processing and each image is augmented to 10 different brightness levels, the number of training images in different clusters is 63,000 in clusters A and B respectively, and 126,000 in clusters B, C and D respectively. 
A. SIGNAL USER MODEL
The FASEM used a single-eye image as a training sample for the convolutional neural network. First of all, to explore the influence of epoch under different NoCL, we could ascertain a suitable number of epochs for different models. Table 4 shows the better effect of the relationship between NoCL and epoch in FASEM. As shown in Figure 23 , when NoCL was six layers, seven layers or 10 layers, the accuracy of the layer was better than that of other convolutional layers, with an accuracy rate of about 85%. Therefore, this study chose to use fewer convolutional layers because it could achieve the same accuracy because it can have fewer parameters and therefore less computational effort. The 6 layers NoCL architecture is selected as the FASEM model as shown in Figure 24 . There are six convolutional layers and three pooling layers, and finally the position of the area of interest is obtained with three fully connected layers and a softmax function.
In order to improve accuracy, the FAEM uses concatenate technique by adding a Merge Layer to merge the left eye and right eye images, which is the input layer for the CNN. Based on Table 5 , the number of epochs for FAEM is more than FASEM, because there are more features need to be extracted. When NoCL is comprise 15 layers, its accuracy is 92.29%, which is higher than other NoCL models, and epoch is not high, so NoCL is the best for FAEM with 15 layers, as shown in Figure 25 . Comparing Figure 25 with Figure 23 , the accuracy of FAEM with 15 layers is improved by 6.58% as compared with FASEM with 6 layers, due to more effective features can be extracted in the FAEM. The model structure of FAEM with 15 layers is shown in Figure 26 .
Using facial images as training samples, explore whether the constructed models could help to identify because they contain information on viewing different areas. Therefore, the proposed FAFRCM uses facial images as input to CNN to analyze their performance. Based on Table 6 and Figure 27 , the FAFRCM with 14 layers is selected, as shown in Figure 28 . With a single-facial image as input, there were 14 layers of convolutional and five pooling layers altogether. And in the end, the three fully connected layers and softmax function can be used to obtain the area-of-interest. Comparing Figure 25 and Figure 27 , although the accuracy of FAFRCM is less than 92.29% of FAEM, it still contains the viewing angle information. So, in order to improve the accuracy of the model for multiple-user environment, this study proposes to combine FAFRCM and FAEM as the FAMAM architecture. 
B. MULTIPLE USERS MODEL
In order to improve the stability of the model in a multipleusers environment, this study proposed to use a fusion layer, as it merged two models-FAFRCM and FAEM into a single model. This process constructed a new architectural model, FAMAM, which was fully linked in the last layer (Method 1) and the second to last layer (Method 2). Based on Figure 21 and Figure 22 , the CNN architecture of two methods of FAMAM is shown in Figure 29 . The first half of the architecture is the same as both FAEM and FAFRCM. The difference is the fusion of the last two full links. Method 1 contains five fully connected layers, and Method 2 consists of three fully connected layers.
The accuracy of the three single-user models is best with FAEM, and the training model is used to transfer learning to the model of multiple users. In order to verify whether the training samples classified by the clustering can effectively improve the performance of the model designed in this paper, the following discusses the results of cluster in the FAEM and FAMAM. First, we estimated the evaluation results of each cluster for FAEM. As shown in Figure 30 , the accuracy rate of the cluster in the middle is higher than on the left and right sides. Comparing Figure 30 to Figure 25 , the accuracy of FAEM in the clusters B, C and D is higher than case of signal user due to use transfer learning and more training data.
In order to investigate which cluster impacts the overall accuracy of FAEM, the confusion matrix of each cluster is presented, as shown in Figure 31 . We found that the accuracy of the area-of-interest No.1 through No.8 among the five groups is higher than 85%, but the accuracy of No.9 is less than 50%, and clusters A and E is only 17% and 13%, respectively. Therefore, the cluster with the smaller viewing angle may have a higher recognition rate in No. 9. The cluster with the larger viewing angle was because the head was rotated, and the captured image was less identifiable than with the smaller viewing angle. To overcome this problem, this study proposed the FAMAM method. Based on the models of methods 1 and 2 proposed in Figure 29 , we evaluated the effectiveness of both methods and compared them with FAEM, as shown in Figure 32 . It shows that Method 2 had the highest accuracy in clusters A, B, D and E. The reason might be that the information after fusion must be processed and integrated through the fully connected layer to effectively classify the nine regions of interest. Compared with Method 1, the information after the fusion layer was directly divided into nine categories, so its accuracy was worse than Method 2. The accuracy of cluster C was the highest in FAEM, so the cluster with a smaller viewing angle was more suitable for FAEM. When the viewing angle was smaller and the facial image difference was not very different, to estimate the viewer position would impact its accuracy. The group with a larger viewing angle was more suitable with use of FAMAM to estimate the region of interest. In the multipleusers environment, the viewing angle was different from the front of the screen, and the remaining viewing angles were varied. This study chose Method 2 with a higher average accuracy since the FAMAM architecture was based on the differences in facial images that can be used to assist the stability of the model of multiple users.
In order to investigate the improvement of the accuracy of FAMAM compared with FAEM, the confusion matrix for each group is established, as shown in Figure 33 . For the five clusters, the accuracy rates from the area-of-interest No. 1 through No. 8 are all more than 85%. Based on Figure 31 and Figure 33 , the influence with FAEM is the same, and the accuracy of No. 1 is lower, therefore, this study explored the difference between the FAMAM and FAEM models in the No. 9. It is found that the accuracy of the A, B, D, and E clusters is improved compared with FAEM. The greater differences in facial image due to the larger viewing angle, the FAMAM can effectively improve the accuracy in No. 9. On the other hand, in group C, with a smaller viewing angle, the accuracy of FAMAM in the No. 9 is lower than that of FAEM by 2.89%, and the average accuracies of No. 4, 5 and 6 are lower by 8%. It can be summarized from the above; the cluster with a smaller viewing angle has a smaller difference in facial image, so using FAMAM would impact the accuracy.
After evaluating the performance of FAMAM and FAEM in a multiple-users environment, FAMAM can have good results under large viewing angles. Otherwise, FAEM will be better. Therefore, this paper finally proposes an adaptive method as shown in Figure 34 , which is used to combine FAMAM and FAEM, let the input data with small angles be predicted only through the upper half of the model. Specifically, in Table 7 , the FAEM is similar to the value of FAFRCM-about twice the value of FASEM. The FAMAM method 2 is about 16 million less than method 2.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we designed a gaze-estimation system suitable for multiple-user environments, and proposed an effective method for collecting data, including the techniques of reference point calculation and position clustering. By using the reference-point method, we found it is feasible to establish the reference point appropriately, which can reduce the complexity for collecting data. Through the clustering locations method, the efficiency of extracting features can be effectively improved.
Four models are proposed and evaluated the efficiency including FASEM, FAEM and FAFRCM in the signaluser environment, as well as FAEM and FAMAM in the multiple-users environment. Through the modified VGG19 architecture by adjusting the NoCL, the accuracies of varied models are obtained and compared to determine the most suitable architecture. The best accuracies of FASEM, FAEM and FAFRCM are 85.71%, 92.29% and 91.27, respectively. The merged method, FAMAM, has an average accuracy of 92.28% and good performance under large viewing angles. Finally, an adaptive method is proposed to integrate the benefits of FAEM and FAMAM.
This study used a single environment only for performance evaluation, and we hope to collect more data from different environments in the future, so that this model can be applied to more fields. In terms of location clustering, we hope that the viewing position will be used in the future to perform secondary clustering, so that performance can be improved. 
